Accreditation Form

Audi Alpine FIS Ski World Cup Kvitfjell
Downhill and Super-G March 7th-8th 2020

Surname, First name ____________________________________________
Press ID number ________________________________________________
Media Organisation ______________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________

____________________________

Telephone ____________________________________________ E-mail: ____________________________

Reporter □  Photographer □  Radio/TV □

Accomodation:
Kvitfjell Booking kristin@hafjellkvitfjell.no tel. +47 61 28 36 30

Contact:
Chief of Press: Matilde Heimstad matilde@worldcupkvitfjell.no tel +47 93 68 35 76

Comments:

PLEASE RETURN

mail: matilde@worldcupkvitfjell.no

Infront Italy holds the international multimedia rights to this event. International Television and radio networks, production and internet companies need to send the accreditation requests directly to Infront Italy for approval.

Infront Italy S.r.l. TV & Media Rights. Via Deruta 20, 20132 Milano, Italy. Tel +39 02 77 11 21 Fax +39 02 28 900 439 maddalena.Ercolani@infrontsports.com

Kindly notice that all Internet companies’ representatives need to read and fill in the dedicated form (if possible please add link) before receiving their personal accreditation.

Date & Sign.: __________________________